Functions of myc:max in the control of cell proliferation and tumorigenesis.
Deregulation and elevated expression of members of the Myc family of bHLHZip transcription factors are observed in a high percentage of tumors. This close association with human cancers has led to a tremendous effort to define their biological and biochemical activities. Although Myc family proteins have the capacity to elicit a wide range of cell behaviors, their principal function appears to be to drive cells into the cell cycle and to keep them there. However, forced expression of Myc profoundly sensitizes normal cells to apoptosis. Therefore, tumor formation caused by deregulated Myc expression requires cooperating events that disrupt pathways that mediate apoptosis. Myc-dependent tumor formation may also be impeded by a set of related bHLHZip proteins with the demonstrated potential to act as Myc antagonists in cell culture experiments. In this review, we examine the complex activities of Myc family proteins and how their actions might be regulated in the context of a network of bHLHZip proteins.